
Answer notes to DIY questions in lecture 1

DIY exercise 1.1: Why is it true that this θ̂ achieves maximum, and not
minimum?

Formally (in optimization theory) the solution θ̂ of the 1oc:
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is a stationary point. However, since
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is increasing and concave in the argument θ, we know that the stationary point
also maximizes lY1,Y2,...,Yn(θ). Moreover, the second of derivative of lY1,Y2,...,Yn(θ)
is:
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In particular, evaluated at θ = θ̂ this gives
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meaning that a smaller/larger estimate is associated with a smaller likelihood.

DIY exercise 1.2: What are the properties of the random variable εi in
Yi = β + εi?

Since we can write εi as
εi = Yi − β

εi will “inherit”all the stochastic properties of Yi. In particular independence
and identical distribution.
We know that, if Yi is a normally distributed variable, εi is also a normal.

As you know, the general rule is that any random variable which is given as
a linear combination (a weighted average if you like) of other normal variables
is itself normal. Here, the linear combination is super-simple: Yi − β. There is
only one random variable, it has weight 1. The second element in the linear
combination is the location parameter β.
The variance of εi becomes (since β is non-random):

V ar(εi) = V ar(Yi − β) = V ar(Yi) + V ar(β)− 2Cov(Yi, β)

= V ar(Yi)− V ar(β)− 2E [(Yi − E(Yi)(β − E(β)]

= σ2 + 0− 2E [(Yi − E(Yi)(β − β)] = σ2
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So the only difference from Yi is that the location parameter is different: The
expectation of εi is E(εi) = 0.

DIY exercise 1.3: Follow the steps on page 35 to convince yourself that
the log-likelihood function is

lY1,Y2,...,Yn(β, σ2) = −n
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n∑
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It is there! Just get it down on paper!

DIY exercise 1.4: Define independence between Y and X. What does
independence imply for f(yi | xi)? What about f(xi | yi)?
The question is a little imprecisely formulated: Since i is used as as subscript

in f(yi | xi), the notation is made more consistent if we had written Yi and Xi.
So we now start the answer stating that Yi and Xi are random variables. We
take them to be two continuous variables, characterized by their joint probability
density function, denoted f(yi, xi). From theoretical statistical we have that,
for continuous random variables, independence is defined by

f(yi, xi) = f(yi)f(xi)

where f(yi) and f(xi) are the marginal density functions for Yi and Xi respec-
tively. (Note the analogy to the indepence of two discrete events A and B:
P (A ∩ B = P (A)P (B)). From statistics, we also have that the conditional
density function of Yi is defined as

f(yi | xi) =
f(yi, xi)

f(xi)
,

so the implication of independence is that f(yi | xi) = f(yi). And that f(xi |
yi) = f(xi). Intuitively, we can say that if we start out from the assumption
that Yi and Xi are two random variables in a joint statistical system, finding
independence implies that the two-variable system can be split in two separate
“sub-systems”, where knowledge about what is going one in one of them does not
help us predict what is going on in the other. In terms of regression, indepedence
implies that the slope coeffi cient (the ‘regression coeffi cient’) is zero in both
directions, both regressing Yi on Xi, and Xi on Yi.

DIY exercise 1.5: What are the statistical properties of εi?

(As one has commented, this question may have been answered under DIY
1.2. I agree that the two questions could have been ‘merged” into a single
question). Anyway, we have:

εi = Yi − E(Yi | Xi) (2)

and the model equation:
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Yi = β1 + β2Xi + εi (3)

and the assumed normality of the conditional distribution of Yi given X. From
these three premises it follows that conditional on Xi, εi has a normal distrib-
ution with expectation zero. With reference to the Law of iterated expectation
(aka Law of double expectation) the unconditional expectation is also zero :

E(εi) = E [E(Yi − E(Yi | Xi)] = 0.

The conditional variance of εi is σ2:

V ar(εi | Xi) = V ar(β1 + β2Xi + εi − E(Yi | Xi) | Xi) = σ2,

hence the variance is the same for two different disturbances, for example ε1

and ε5. This property of regression disturbances is called homoskedasticity.
The opposite property is called heteroskedasticity, the variance is then not the
same for all disturbances.
Finally, consider the correlation between εi and Xi. We can start by finding

the conditional expectation of εi given Xi:

E(εi | Xi) = E(Yi | Xi)− E [(E(Yi | Xi)] = 0

Since a constant (in this case zero) conditional expectation implies uncorrelat-
edness, we get the conclusion that Cov(εi,Xt) = 0.
Hence, under the assumptions of the models in Ch 5, 6 and 7 of HN which

correspond to standard regression models for cross-sections data, it is an impli-
cation that the error is uncorrelated with the disturbance term.
In sum, we have that the models in Ch 5, 6 and 7 have disturbances that obey

the so called “classical properties” known from many introductory econometrics
courses and books. In addition the assumed distribution function is normal.
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